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Airfoil theory for unsteady motion has been developed extensively assuming the 
undisturbed medium to be of uniform density, a restriction accurate for motion in 
the atmosphere, G/auert (1929), Burgers (1935), Theodorsen (1935), Kussner 
(1936), Karman and Sears (1938), Kinney and Sears (1975). In some instances, 
notably for airfoils comprising fan, compressor and turbine blade rows, the undis-
turbed medium may carry density variations or "spots," resulting from non-uni-
formaties in temperature or composition, of a size comparable to the blade chord. 
This condition existsfor turbine blades, Marble (1975), Giles and Krouthen (1988), 
immediately downstream of the main burner of a gas turbine engine where the 
density fluctuations of the order of 50 percent may occur. Disturbances of a some-
what smaller magnitude arise from the ingestion of hot boundary layers into fans, 
Wortman (1975), and exhaust into hovercraft. Because these regions of non-uniform 
density convect with the moving medium, the airfoil experiences a time varying load 
and moment which we propose to calculate. 
1 Introduction 
If the fluid is treated as incompressible and the velocity 
disturbances, caused by the shape and attitude of the airfoil, 
are small in comparison with the uniform free stream velocity 
U, then the density field, assumed known at some time, is 
given as p(~ - Ut, 1/). The complicating feature of the problem 
arises from the vorticity w generated by the interaction of the 
convected density field with the pressure field generated by the 
airfoil. For a continuous distribution of density, this vorticity 
satisfies the linearized relation. (ft+ U :~) w=;Z grad pxgrad p (1) 
Therefore, if grad p is large (of zeroth order), the vorticity w 
is of the same mathematical order as the pressure field of the 
airfoil and hence of size comparable to that distributed on the 
airfoil camber line. Clearly, then, solution of the thin airfoil 
problem involves determination of the unknown field vorticity 
as well as the unknown vorticity shed from the trailing edge 
as a result of the unsteady motion. Note that in this problem, 
in contrast with the conventional problem of kinematically 
unsteady airfoils, the time dependence arises solely from the 
convection of the non-uniform density fluid past the airfoil. 
We may note also that when the density field is of perturbation 
order but the pressure field is of zeroth order, a related problem 
arises which has been examined by Marble and Candel (1977) 
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in a particular context, and by Goldstein (1978) under more 
general circumstances. 
The case that will be examined in this paper is the response 
of a plane lifting airfoil to the passage of a strong density 
discontinuity normal to the direction of uniform motion of 
the main stream. In this circumstance a vortex sheet is formed 
on the density discontinuity where it is generated at a rate 
proportional to the pressure gradient, produced by the airfoil, 
along the density discontinuity. The problem will be formu-
lated through representing the lifting plane airfoil as a sheet 
of vortex elements whose distribution is determined to satisfy 
the boundary conditions on the airfoil in the presence of (l) 
the vortex sheet shed form the trailing edge of the airfoil and 
(il) the vorticity generated in free stream by nonuniform den-
sity. Thus it will use techniques familiar from conventional 
formulation of thin airfoil theory but, because of the non-
uniform density field, will require the introduction of some 
novel features. 
One of these concerns the linearized field generated by a 
single vortex element in the presence of a strong plane density 
discontinuity convected by a uniform free stream of velocity 
U parallel to the horizontal axis. A very convenient represen-
tation of this field, believed to be new, is presented which 
greatly simplifies determination of the vorticity distribution 
on the airfoil. 
The determination of the distribution of wake vorticity in-
troduces a second novel issue because, as the density jump 
passes over the airfoil, Kelvin's theorem may not be applied 
in the usual fashion. However through considering the local 
impulsive generation of airfoil loading, Burgers (1935), Kar-
man and Sears (1938), it is shown that the relationship between 
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airfoil circulation and shed vorticity may be indeed be rep-
resented in a form identical with that for an airfoil in a uniform 
density field. 
2 Vortex Element Near a Moving Density Jump 
When the fluid is uniform, an element of vorticity "I (~J 
d~I' where 'Y(~I) is the vorticity distribution on the airfoil, has 
a complex potential 
WOel, t) (2) 
where t= ~ + i." is the complex variable in the airfoil plane and 
~I is the coordinate of the vorticity element. When, however, 
the flow has a density jump from PIon the right to P2 on the 
left, Fig. I, the potential of the field has a discontinuity at 
~ = A(t) but is regular on either side of this discontinuity. There-
fore the actual field of the vorticity element requires the ad-
dition of a potential WI (t, t) for ~ > A and a potential W2 (t, 
t) for ~ < A. These potentials must vanish in the far field, 
produce equal values of U(A, .,,), the ~-velocity component at 
~ = A, and equal values of the perturbation pressure on either 
side of the discontinuity, PI(A, "')=P2 (A, .,,). These pressure 
perturbations are related to the potentials through the Bernoulli 
integral, 
a<Pi + u (a<po + a<Pi) =E1 
at a~ a~ Pi 
and the condition to be satisfied at ~ = A(t) is 
( a<PI + U a<PI) _ (a<P2 + U a<P2) PI at a~ P2 at a~ 
= -(PI-P2) e;o + J-~o) (3) 
In satisfying this condition it must be kept in mind (I) that the 
potentials depend upon A(t) and that dA/dt= U, and (il) that 
the strength of the vorticity elements representing the airfoil 
will depend upon time because of the unsteady flow field. 
The supplementary potentials WI and W2 are analytic in the 
entire t-plane although in each case only a portion of the field 
-u tTl 
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Fig. 1 Construction of flow field induced by a vortex near a convecting 
density jump 
is used to describe the physical solution. These potentials, see 
Appendix, have the nature of partial images of the actual vortex " 
element and are, in fact 
(4) 
W2(t, t) = i'Y(~1> t)d~1 (PI-P2) In «t-A)-(~I-A» (5) 
27r PI + P2 
which hold for ~ > A, the situation shown in Fig. 1. Specifically 
for ~ < A, the complex potential Wo + WI consists of the actual 
vortex element plus a vortex at the image point with strength 
(PI - P2)/(PI + P2) times that of the original. On the other hand, 
when ~ I < A the complex potential Wo + W2 consists of the orig-
inal vortex plus a coincident vortex of strength (PI - P2)/(PI + P2) 
times that of the original. 
When the density jump has moved downstream of the vortex 
element, A > ~ I> the corresponding supplementary potentials 
are 
(6) 
W2(t, t) = i'Y (~~:)d~1 (PI - P2) In «t- A) + (~I - A» (7) 
PI+P2 
The complementary potentials, Eqs. (4), (5), allow calcu-
lation of the vorticity distribution on the discontinuity. 
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Fig. 2 Vorticity induced on density discontinuity by airfoil vortex ele-
ment at various positions 
d 
'YA("') = -V(A+, .,,)+v(L, .,,)=3 dt (wl- w2h=>- (8) 
When the density jump is upstream of the vorticity element, 
A<~I> we find 
AA("') 'Y(~I> t)d~1 (PI - P2) ~I - ~ 2 (9) 
7r PI +P2 (~I-A) +." 
and this vorticity distribution is shown in Fig. 2 for several 
relative locations of the density jump and the vorticity element. 
As the density jump convects towards the vorticity element 
'Y(~I> r), the vorticity distribution AA("') concentrates nearer the 
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Fig. 3 Downwash induced by the vortex sheet formed on the density 
discontinuity 
airfoil axis and has a higher maximum value. It is also easily 
shown, either by application of Kelvin's theorem or by direct 
integration of Eq. (9), that the total vorticity on the density 
jump is 
reo 'y~.{q)dq)= i'(~l> t)d~l (PI-P2) (10) J_ eo 27r PI +P2 
the strength of the "image vortex" we employed to construct 
the solution. After the density jump has passed downstream 
of the airfoil vorticity element, the vorticity distributions repeat 
themselves but with opposite sign, as might be inferred from 
the appropriate image vortex given by Eqs. (6), (7). 
From the viewpoint of airfoil theory, the important con-
sequence of this calculation is the down wash velocity, v (~, 0), 
which is induced at the plane of the airfoil, that is - 1:5 ~1:51. 
When the density jump is upstream of the airfoil vortex ele-
ment, ~l > A, the vertical velocity induced by the density jump 
is 
and after the density jump has passed the vorticity element, 
~l <A, the corresponding downwash velocity is 
v(~, 0)= (PI-P2) i'(~l> t) d~l 1 ; ~<A 
Pl+P2 27r (~-A)+(~l-A) 
(13) 
v(~, 0)= (PI-P2) i'(~l> t) d~l 1 ; ~>A 
Pl+P2 27r (~-A)-(~l-A) 
(14) 
The down wash velocity induced by the vortex sheet on the 
density jump is shown in Fig. 3 for several positions of the 
density jump with respect to the vortex element. As is evident 
for the potentials WI and W2, the down wash is anti-symmetric 
about the density jump and has maximum absolute value at 
the density jump of magnitude proportional to 11 I ~l - AI. 
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Yw 
It is important to note that the foregoing discussion pertains 
only to vortices that are in relative motion with respect to the 
density jump or whose strength varies with time. In contrast, 
when we consider the vortex elements that comprise the wake, 
the situation, as demonstrated in the Appendix, is quite dif-
ferent. If we follow a particular vortex element that has been 
shed into the wake (I) it is stationary with respect to the density 
discontinuity, and (il) it is of constant strength. It therefore 
induces a steady flow of perturbation order at the density jump 
and hence generates a pressure field of second order. As a 
consequence the vorticity on the discontinuity is influenced to 
only the second order and, to the present order of calculation, 
the potential associated with a vortex element moving in the 
wake has a potential continuous across the density jump. 
3 Vorticity Distribution on a Thin Airfoil 
The problem of thin airfoil theory is to determine the vor-
ticity distribution along the camber line that provides flow 
tangential to the given airfoil shape 7)l(n and regularity at the 
trailing edge. For steady flow of uniform density about this 
airfoil shape, the vorticity distribution i'o(~ 1) is assumed known. 
For our problem, however, additional components of down-
wash are induced at the foil by (I) vorticity on the density 
discontinuity and (iz) the wake vorticity resulting from the 
unsteady character resulting from the convective motion of 
the density field. This additional down wash then necessitates 
a supplementary vorticity distribution i'l(~l) on the airfoil to 
satisfy the boundary conditions. It is this vorticity distribution 
that must be found to allow pressure, force and moment on 
the airfoil to be calculated. 
The sources of downwash are sketched in Fig. 4. At each 
point ~ on the airfoil, the induced vertical velocity v(~, 0) must 
cause the fluid to move tangentially to the airfoil surface, that 
is 
v(~, 0) = V ~~l (15) 
But the known vorticity distribution 'YO(~l) induces a flow that 
satisfies the condition given by Eq. (15) 
I ~ r i'O(~l) d~l = V d7)l (16) 
27r J_ 1 ~-~1 d~ 
and consequently the remaining induction must give zero ver-
tical velocity on the line segment - 1 < ~ :5 1. 
The remaining induction falls into three categories: 
1. The direct induction of the supplementary vorticity dis-
tribution i'l(~l) on the airfoil itself 
~ r1 i'l(~l> t) d~l (17) 
27r J_ 1 ~-~1 
2. The induction of the vorticity distribution on the density 
jump resulting from the airfoil vorticity 'YO(~l) + 1'1 (~j, t). Using 
the technique introduced in Section 2, this is 
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for values of ~ < A, and 
for values of A>~. 
3. The induction of the wake vorticity 
J.. roo ~db 
271" J1 ~-b 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
recalling, from the comment at the end of Section 2, that a 
wake vortex element does not require an' 'image" in the density 
discontinuity. 
The expressions in Eqs. (18), (19) are written explicitly for 
the position A(t) of the density jump lying between the leading 
and trailing edges of the airfoil. When the density jump is 
upstream of the leading edge of the airfoil, only the second 
term in each expression survives; similarly, when the density 
jump is downstream of the trailing edge, only the first term 
remains in each expression. 
For points ~ on the airfoil where A < ~:$ 1, the sum of these 
parts vanishes at each point ~ of the range. 
rl --1L d~1 + (PI-P2) (rA 1'1 +1'0 d~1 J_ 1 ~-~I PI+P2 J_ 1 ~-~I 
rl 1'1 +1'0 dt:.) roo ~ dt:. -0 
- JA ~-2A+~1 <;1 + J1 ~-b <;2- (21) 
A corresponding integral equation, utilizing Eq. (18) rather 
than Eq. 19, holds at each value of ~ in the range -1 < ~ < 
A. When the wake vorticity 'Yw is functionally related to the 
supplementary vorticity 'YI(~r. t), these relations constitute an 
integral equation determining 1'1 as a function of position on 
the airfoil and time. 
4 Vorticity Distribution in the Wake 
The strength and distribution of the wake vorticity is de-
termined by the vorticity 'Y~(T) shed at any time, T, and by the 
fact that, in the linearized approximation, this vorticity element 
is transported with free-stream velocity U along the horizontal 
axis. Then the vorticity in the wake is just 
( b-l) 'Yw t-u- ='Y'w(T) (22) 
that is, the wake vorticity at a position ~2 > 1 at time t is equal 
to that shed from the trailing edge at the earlier time 
~2-1 T=t---
U 
(23) 
The usual argument to demonstrate that the shed vorticity 
element 'Y~(t) U dt is given by the negative of the change of 
total circulation about the airfoil in the same time period 
, df' 
'Yw(t) U dt= - dt dt (24) 
involves the application of Kelvin's theorem to a contour en-
compassing the entire airfoil. And although this familiar ar-
gument may be carried out when the density jump is either 
upstream or downstream of the airfoil, the presence of the 
discontinuous potential raises complications as the density jump 
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Fig,S Generation of lift by successive impulses·conservation of vortex 
pairs 
passes over the airfoil. Instead, we shall employ the concept 
of the impulsive generation of lift described by Burgers (1935) 
which was used by Karman & Sears (1938) as the basis of their 
unsteady airfoil theory, 
An impulsive load OJ applied along an element o~ of the 
horizontal axis creates a vortex pair, each vortex having a 
circulation r, according to the relation 0/= pr o~ where P is 
density of the fluid in which impulse is applied. This vortex 
pair then drifts downstream with the free stream velocity U. 
A succession of impulses applied to the same element o~ pro-
duces a corresponding succession of vortex pairs drifting down-
stream along the ~ axis. Now let us chose the time intervals 
between these impulses to be ot = oU U and the impulses to be 
of the same magnitude 
0/= rfdt 
o 
f being the equivalent steady load on the element. Then each 
impulse generates a vortex at the downstream edge of the 
element equal and opposite to the vortex transported from the 
leading edge and which was generated by the previous impulse. 
As a consequence there remains only the vortex of circulation 
r at the upstream edge of the element and a vortex of strength 
- r, the one generated at the downstream edge of the element 
by the initial impulse, drifting far downstream. The former 
constitutes the "bound vortex" representing the lift on the 
element (more appropriately designated the "regenerate" vor-
tex) while the latter constitutes the "starting vortex," This 
configuration constitute the basis for the Karman-Sears (1938) 
formulation of the theory of airfoils in nonuniform motion. 
The complete airfoil consists of a distribution of such ele-
ments, each with its peculiar load which may vary with time, 
and each producing its succession of vortex pairs. Figure 5 
illustrates this representation by an airfoil of three elements. 
At the start of the motion, t = 0, each element produces a vortex 
pair according to its load and each of these vortex pairs moves 
downstream with the undisturbed velocity U. A second set of 
impulses is applied at a time o~/ U later, the resulting set of 
vortex pairs moves correspondingly and each successive set of 
impulses contributes its own set of vortex pairs. The residual 
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Fig. 6 Relation of shed vorticity to airfoil circulation 
vortices moving away from the trailing edge constitute the 
vortex wake. 
Now if we choose a point A between two elements of the 
airfoil, the field to the left of this point consists of a collection 
of vortex pairs. Furthermore, if we move with the undisturbed 
fluid, this region continues to consist of vortex pairs, more 
being generated at each successive impulse. As a consequence, 
the circulation in the region does not change with time in spite 
of the fact that the loading of the airfoil may be changing. 
This situation may be interpreted as shown also in Fig. 5. 
As the contour moves with the fluid the time derivative of the 
circulation r about this contour vanishes. Furthermore, any 
contour that moves with the fluid across the airfoil has a 
circulation that does not change, simply because any loading 
changes that occur create vortex pairs which remain within the 
contour in question. 
These observations are particularly useful in determining the 
shed vorticity as the density discontinuity is passing over the 
airfoil. Referring to Fig. 6, consider the contour including the 
portion of the airfoil to the left of the discontinuity, lying 
entirely within the fluid of density P2' Our argument regarding 
the elementary impulses holds and, as a consequence, the cir-
culation r A does not change with time. On the other hand, 
consider the contour which contains the remaining portion of 
the airfoil and lying entirely within the fluid of density PI' 
Again, as we move with the fluid, the circulation r B about this 
contour does not change. Hence as it moves downstream, the 
contour covers an element Vot of the ~-axis comprising a vor-
ticity element 'Y;'(t) VOl of the wake vorticity. Now in the time 
Ol 
I 
orA+orB=o) 'YI(~h t)d~I+'Y~(t)VOl=O 
-I 
so that the shed wake vorticity is 
, 1 d II 
'Yw(t) = -U dt LI'YI(~' t)d~1 (25) 
This result is remarkable as well as very useful! For as a con-
sequence, we have the unanticipated advantage that the usual 
relationship between airfoil circulation and shed vorticity holds 
even as the density jump passes over the airfoil. 
Equation (25), together with the relation given in Eq. (23), 
allows the wake vorticity distribution 'Yw (~h t) to be expressed 
in terms of 'YI(~h t) so that Eq. (22) becomes an integral equa-
tion for 'YI(~h t). 
5 Pressure Distribution, Lift and Moment 
If we denote by u + , P + and u _ , p _ the velocity and pressure 
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perturbations on the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil, 
the the linearization momentum equation gives 
(26) 
where the density may be PI or P2 depending upon the region 
in which Eq. (26) is applied. Now the vorticity representing 
the airfoil, 'Y(~, t), is equal to u+ -u_ andp+p_ =t:.p is the 
airfoil load per unit area in the downward direction. By writing 
Eq. (26) for the upper and lower surfaces and subtracting the 
results we obtain the following relation between the vorticity 
and the airfoil loading. 
a'Y + Va'Y = _! at:.p 
at a~ P a~ (27) 
When the fluid density is uniform this may be integrated from 
the trailing edge, ~ = 1, at which point 'Y = 0 and t:.p = O. Then 
II a 
P J a~ d~-pV'Y(~, t) =t:.p(~, t) I; (28) 
and when the density jump is upstream of the leading edge of 
the airfoil, this hold for - I < ~:s; 1 and P = PI' The lift on the 
airfoil is just 
L= r (-t:.p)d~ =PIV r 'Y(~)d~ 
-I -I 
Likewise, after the density jump has passed downstream of 
the trailing edge of the airfoil, the lift is given by an expression 
identical with Eq. (29) with the the exception that PI is replaced 
by P2' In each case 'Y(~, t)='YO<n+'YI(~' t) and consequently 
I I 
r(t)= LI'Yo(~)d~+ LI'YI(~' t)d~=ro+rl(t) (30) 
When the density jump lies between the leading and trailing 
edges of the airfoil, Eq. (28) holds with P = PI so long as ~ > A. 
For the range A> ~ > -1, Eq. 27 must be integrated from ~ = A 
to the left, which gives 
I~ a'Y 
P2 JI; at d~ + P2 V( 'Y(A) - 'Y(~» = - (t:.p(A) - t:.p(~» (31) 
Now the conditions at the density jump require that the pres-
sure and the horizontal velocity components are continuous. 
As a consequence t:.p(~) and 'Y(~) are continuous at ~ = A so 
that when we write the loading integral, Eq. (28), for the range 
A<~:s;1, 
(32) 
where the values of 'Y(A) and t:.p(A) are identical with those 
occurring in Eq. (32). 
Note further that because dA/ dt = V, Eq. (32) may be written 
)1 a d )1 PI a'Y d~-PIV'Y(A)=PI-d 'Y(~, t)d~=t:.p(A) (33) ~ t t ~(t) 
and similarly for Eq. (31) 
d (' 
P2 dt JI; 'Y(~, t)d~ - P2V'Y= - t:.p(A) +t:.p(O (34) 
The value of the pressure loading t:.p (A) at the discontinuity 
may be eliminated between Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) to give the 
loading t:.p(~) in the range - 1 < ~ < A 
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(35) 
(36) 
the loading is then determined for all points of the airfoil. 
The lift may now be computed, using Eqs. (35) and (36), 
during passage of the discontinuity over the airfoil 
L= LI (-!lp)d~ =P2 url'Y(~)d~ +Plu~~'Y(~)d~ 
- rld~ [PI ~ r'Y(~I)d~1 +P2 ~ r'Y(~dd~IJ 
- Ld~ [PI :t t'Y(~dd~IJ 
which, after partial integration, gives 
" I 
L=P2Ur 'Y(nd~+PIUr 'Y(nd~ J -I J" 
d r" d rl 
- P2 dt J -I (1 + ~h(~)d~ - PI dt J" (1 + ~h(~)d~ (37) 
Likewise, the counter-clockwise moment about the mid-chord 
point is 
" I 
M= p2uL?(~)~d~ + PluL 'Y(~)~d~ 
d r" 1 d rl 1 
- P2 dt J _I '2 (e - Ih(~)d~ - PI dt J" '2 (e -lh(~)d~ (38) 
6 Application to the Flat Plate Airfoil 
A flat plate airfoil of chord 2 at a small angle of attack ex 
has a vorticity distribution 
(39) 
for steady motion in a uniform medium. As a consequence 
the integral equation for 'YI(~' t), Eq. (21), becomes, for A < - 1 
ahead if the leading edge of the airfoil, 
rl 'Y1(~h t) d~I_PI-P2 rl 'YI(~h t) d~1 
J_ I ~-~I PI+P2 tl ~-2A+~1 
+ r""'Yw(t-(b- 1)/U) db =ex(PI-P2) JI ~-b PI+P2 
~-2A+l) (40) 
~-2A-l 
where 
1 d ~I 
'Yw(r) = --Udt 'YI(~h r)d~1 
-I 
(41) 
Corresponding expressions are easily obtained for the density 
jump over the airfoil, - 1 < A::: 1, and for the density jump 
downstream of the airfoil, 1 < A. Although we may proceed 
analytically when either A< -lor A> 1, the situation is more 
complex when the discontinuity is passing over the airfoil and 
consequently 'YI(~h t) was calculated numerically. The airfoil 
chord line was divided into elements, a point vortex was located 
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Fig. 7 (e) Pressure on airfoil 
Fig. 7 Flow induced on plane airfoil by the density discontinuity, 
P2iP1=O.5, A= -1.2 
at the quarter point of each element and downwash was com-
puted at the three-quarter point of each element. The resulting 
matrix was inverted to find values of 'YI(~h t) at the discrete 
points of the airfoil. For most of the calculations 20 elements 
were used. Spot calculations using 40 points showed no sub-
stantial changes. 
Examples of the vorticity distribution on the airfoil, vorticity 
distribution on the density jump, and pressure distribution on 
the airfoil are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for values of A= -1.2 
and A= -0.8, respectively. As the density jump approaches 
the leading edge of the airfoil, Fig. 7(0) shows that a distri-
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Fig. 8 (b) Vorticity on airfoil 
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Fig. 8 (e) Pressure on airfoil 
Fig.8 Flow induced on plane airfoil by the density discontinuity, 
P~P1 = 0.5, A = - 0.8 
bution of positive vorticity is induced on the density jump 
when A = - 1.2. The sign of the distribution follows directly 
from Eq. (9) because the vorticity distribution "I1(~I' t) is dom-
inated by the initial loading "I0(~I)' Eq. (36). As a consequence 
the density jump induces a downwash at the leading edge 
producing the negative vorticity "II show in Fig. 7(b). The 
resulting pressure coefficient perturbation (the negative of the 
loading), Fig. 7(c) , shows a strong unloading of the leading 
edge corresponding to the action of a downward gust. It is 
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Fig. 9 Pressure distribution due to passage of density jump, initial 
vorticity "YoW, P2/P1 = 0.5 
important to notice here that, in contrast to the effect of the 
sharp edge gust, Karman and Sears (1938), the density dis-
continuity has a downwash field that precedes its arrival. 
The situation changes when the density jump lies within the 
airfoil chord, shown in Fig. 8. The vorticity distribution on 
the discontinuity, Fig. 8(0), shows the effect of strong leading 
edge vorticity 'Yo which now lies to the left of the density jump, 
largely negating the effect of the vorticity of the same sign 
lying to the right. Figure 8(b) shows a comparably small in-
duced vorticity on the airfoil. The significant pressure coef-
ficients in Fig. 8(c) arise largely from the local temporal 
variation of vorticity, the time-differentiated term of Eq. (35) 
and Eq. (36). The pressure distribution of Fig. 8(c) implies a 
significant adverse pressure gradient induced on the lower sur-
face. 
Now because the position of the airfoil and the velocity of 
the undisturbed flow are constant during the encounter with 
the density jump, the potential and the vorticity distribution 
'Yom given in Eq. (39) are independent of time. However, the 
pressure coefficient induced by this vorticity is time dependent 
because, specifically, the variable position A(t) of the discon-
tinuity appears in the limits of the integrals of Eq. (35). When 
the discontinuity is ahead of the airfoil, that is A < - 1, 
and after it has passed downstream, A> 1, 
P2 H 
CpO = -4a;;; ..J~ 
(42) 
(43) 
During the process of passage, however, the pressure ahead 
of the discontinuity, - 1 < ~ < A, 
P2H (P2)N CpO=-4ap;..J"l+i- 4a I-p; ..JW (44) 
and downstream of the discontinuity, A < ~ :s 1, 
(45) 
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Fig. 10 Lift coefficient during passage of density discontinuity over 
the airfoil, P2/P, == 0.5 
which we note is unchanged from its value when the discon-
tinuity was far upstream of the airfoil. Figure 9 shows CpO (0 
for several values of " during the period the discontinuity is 
passing over the airfoil. The Cpo distribution for" = - 1 holds 
for all ,,< -1 and the CpO distribution for" = 1, equal to P21 
PI times the CpO distribution for ,,= -I, holds for all ,,> 1 
after the discontinuity has left the trailing edge. The changes 
in the CpO distribution take place from the leading edge and 
progress following the density jump; this feature rests upon 
(I) the fact that CpO (1) = 0 and (il) pressure continuity across 
the density jump. These values of CpO are, generally, larger 
than the values of CpI and we may anticipate that the forces 
on the airfoil will to a considerable extent be dominated by 
CpO and thus confined to the period when the density jump is 
actually passing over the airfoil. 
The lift coefficient C LO resulting from the pressure coefficient 
CpO is easily calculated, remembering that the airfoil chord is 
equal to 2, 
1 jI CLO = -- Cpad~ 2 -I 
[P2 1A ~-~ (P2j§-" 1A =2a - d~+ 1+- -- d~ PI - I I + ~ PI 1+" - I 
This is shown as the broken line in Fig. 10. 
The clockwise moment about the airfoil midpoint is also ' 
easily calculated, again recalling that the airfoil chord is 2, 
1 JI [ A ~ 1 pz 1-CMO =- CpO~ d~=- (2a) - r -~ ~ d~ 4 _ I 4 PI tIl + ~ 
+ (1-~) (l0. rA ~ d~+ rl N ~ d~} 
PI ..J~ J_ I JA ..J~ 
which may be evaluated as 
cMo=~a[l- (1-;) (1-; COS-IA+;~)} (47) 
This result appears as the broken line in Fig. II. 
The complete solutions for the lift and moment coefficients 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11 were obtained by numerically solving 
Eqs. (40) and (41) for the 'YI(~' t), the additional vorticity 
distribution induced by the density jump. Integration was be-
gun with the density jump 2 chord lengths upstream, A = - 4, 
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Fig. 11 Moment coefficient during passage of density discontinuity 
over the airfoil, P2/P, = 0.5 
and continued until the density jump had passed 2 chord lengths 
downstream, ,,= 4. At A = - 4 the values of 1'1 were negligible 
and the vorticity shed from the trailing edge correspondingly 
small. As the discontinuity moved downstream, the successive 
distributions 'YI(~' t) allowed determination of the 'Ym values 
to be used at each succeeding value of ". 
The unique features of the problem are most readily de-
scribed with reference to the lift coefficients shown in Fig. 10. 
As the density jump approaches within about one half chord 
of the leading edge, the downwash, induced as illustrated in 
Figs. 2 and 3, generates a reduction of the airfoil vorticity 
distribution, Fig. 7(b), and the consequent lift reduction, Fig. 
9, for A< -1. As the discontinuity passes the leading edge, 
the flow following the density jump constitutes a strong up-
wash, creating a situation resembling the sharp-edge gust. In 
fact, the cusp appearing at A = - I is related to the lift growth 
for a sharp-edged gust shown in Fig. 8 of Karman and Sears 
(1938). The subsequent rise in CL overshoots the value of CLO 
to a degree that evidently exceeds that shown simply because 
the number of intervals used to describe the airfoil surface was 
not sufficient to resolve the peak.2 The moment coefficient, 
Fig. 11, reflects these events in local loading. The response as 
the density jump passes off the trailing edge is relatively mild, 
largely because the values of 'Yo(~) are small in this region and 
consequently the near-field reflected vorticity is small. 
Initially it seems surprising that the variations in lift and 
moment are confined so closely to the period when the density 
discontinuity is passing directly over the airfoil, particularly 
so in view of our experience with other examples of unsteady 
airfoil behavior. Significant response to a sharp-edge gust, for 
example, continues until the gust has passed 5 to 10 chord 
lengths downstream. The difference lies in the fact that in the 
present case the flow field is kinematically identical when the 
discontinuity is far upstream and when it has passed far down-
stream and, in particular, the circulation about the airfoil is 
the same in both cases. Consequently, the shed vortex sheet 
contains zero net vorticity and behaves much like a vortex pair 
with a spacing of the order of the airfoil chord whose induced 
field dies out as 1/,,2 rather than as 1/". 
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APPENDIX 
Field of A Source-Vortex Near a Moving Density Dis-
continuity 
Consider source element u(O, t) d~I and a vortex element 
'Y(O, t) d~I located, without loss of generality, at the origin of 
the t= ~ + iTJ plane. The complex potential is 
Wo (u+ iTJ) d~I In(t) 
21l' 
=(f(t) +ig(t» In(t) (A-I) 
The density discontinuity is located at ~ = A(t), ref Fig. 1, and 
moves with the undisturbed stream velocity so that dA/ dt = U. 
We propose to write the supplementary potentials in the form 
WI = (AI f+ iBIg)ln(t- 2A) (A-2) 
and 
(A-3) 
The potential WI has its singularity at the reflection point of 
the actual singularity and is regular to the right of the discon-
tinuity. The potential W2 is coincident with the actual singu-
larity and is regular to the left of the discontinuity. The complete 
solutions Wo + WI and Wo + W2 must satisfy the condition that 
the ~-component of velocity be continuous at the density jump, 
~= A, so that 
(R[d;I (~+iA, t)] =(R[d;2 (~+iA, t)] (A-4) 
because Wo IS continuous at t= A + iTJ. The condition of Eq. 
A-4 is satisfied if 
A 2= -AI=A; B2=BI=B (A-5) 
The other condition to be satisfied is that the pressure be 
continuous across the density jump. The perturbation pressures 
are given by 
PIIPI=(R[(:t+ U :t) (WO+WI)] 
P21P2= (R [ (~+ U :t) (wo+ W2)] (A-6) 
so that pressure continuity yields the relation 
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PI (R (aWl + u d wIl_ P2 (R (aW2 + U dW2] l at dt J l at dt 
= - (PI - P2)(R (awo + u dWOl l at dt J (A-7) 
at t= A + iTJ. If we use the values of the potentials, Eqs. (A-
I), (A-2), (A-3) and the Eq. (A-5), ensuring continuity of the 
streamwise velocity, Eq. (A-7) may be put in the form 
[(PI +p2)A + (PI-P2>l!'ln -JA2+TJ2 
+ [(PI +p2)B- (PI-P2)g'tan- I (~) 
A 
+ [(PI +p2)A + (PI-P2»)Uf~ 
1\ + TJ 
+ [-(PI +P2)B+ (PI-P2»)Ug '\2 TJ 2=0 (A-8) 
1\ + TJ 
For our suggested form of the solution to be valid, Eq. (A-8) 
must be satisfied for all values of TJ and t. Because each function 
multiplying a square bracket is distinct, each of the square 
brackets must vanish. But these four relations consists of two 
identical pairs and consequently 
A PI-P2 PI-P2 = ---=A2= -AI; B=--=BI =B2 (A-9) PI +P2 PI +P2 
This completes verification of the solution for the auxiliary 
potentials given in Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3). 
We should note the special case that occurs when (i) the 
source and vortex strengths are independent of time, and (ii) 
the discontinuity is stationary with respect to the source-vortex 
point. This is equivalent to setting the alat and U to zero in 
the pressure relations, Eq. (A-6), so that the pressure disturb-
ance vanish, to the order of our calculation, and it follows 
that the supplementary potentials vanish. 
This circumstance arises specifically for vortices moving with 
the flow, such as elements of the vortex sheet shed from the 
trailing edge of the airfoil. These satisfy the conditions (i) and 
(ii) above and hence their potential is continuous through the 
density jump. 
It is simple to generalize this result to a source element and 
a vortex element at an arbitrary position ~ I along the real axis. 
When the density jump is upstream of the source-vortex ele-
ment, ~ I > A, the solution may be written down from the result 
just obtained, 
wo(t, t)+wdt, t) U(~h t)d~I (In(t-~I) 
21l' l 
+--In(t-A)+(~I-A)) PI-P2 ] 
PI+P2 
+ i'Y(~h t)d~I ( In(t- ~I) +~ln «t- A) + (~I - A) I 
21l' l PI+P2 
(A-lO) 
wo(t, t)+ W2(t, t) U(~h d~I (In(t-~I)-PI-P2In(t-~I)1 
21l' l PI +P2 J 
+ i'Y(~h t)d~I (In(t- ~I) + PI - P2ln (t- ~I) J (A-ll) 
21l' l PI+P2 
On the other hand, when the density discontinuity has passed 
downstream of the source-vortex point, this singularity now 
lies in the region of density P2' The analytic formulation of 
the solution is not altered, the only modification is the inter-
change of indices 1 and 2 when they refer to the fluid densities 
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and the regions of validity of the solutions. Therefore for ~l 
< X the solutions may be written down directly 
won-, t)+wdt, t) O'(~lo t)d~l(ln(t_~l) 
27r l 
+PI- P2ln (t- ~l)] 
PI +P2 
+i"Y(~b t)d~l (In(t-~I)-PI-P2In(t-~I)] (A-12) 
2'l1' l PI +P2 
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